TAKE ME HOME
WINE TO GO LIST
Our collection of carefully chosen
low-intervention, natural and biodynamic wines
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All of our wines are produced in a more natural
and sustainable way than conventional wines.
Natural, or living wine is wine as it was always made, before wine became a
mass-market global commodity; made with the addition of chemical pesticides
and herbicides, commercial yeasts and chemicals, including the infamous
sulphites, to create safe, reliable wine that tastes the same year after
year, bottle after bottle, despite fluctuations in weather and climate.
We’re not here for ‘safe and reliable’ and we don’t believe in bland. Instead
we believe in real grapes and the wonderful wines they can produce when
allowed to become an expression of the place - or ‘terroir’ - in which they
grow.
We focus on wines from grapes and winemakers that go their own way:
viticulture that encourages biodiversity of soil and wildlife, with (at
minimum) organic practices in the field. These wines we love are fermented
using natural and indignous yeasts and are lovingly crafted in the cellar
with minimum intervention and much lower, or no, sulphites.
Kate and Ben

Case at a Pace

We have launched our new Case At A Pace buying option.
Buy any 12 bottles from us, we’ll get them to you within 7 days (often
quicker) and you’ll get 10% off plus free local delivery across St
Leonards, Hastings or Bexhill. Nationwide delivery is also available for
£10. Or we can arrange a time for you to collect if you’d rather. With
already low take out prices, this means some seriously great value natural
wine and an easy way to keep your home supplies stocked up.
So, what’s in it for us?
As much as we love everyone popping in to buy bottles and sending out hasty
wine at the last minute (which we can still do - don’t worry!), giving us
time to process these orders allows us to buy in from our small suppliers some of whom don’t work every day - and keep stocks up, plus we can pair
deliveries up so we save on transport costs and fit them around our
staffing schedules. We’ll often be able to get orders out in a day or two,
but it will always be within a week and we’ll be in touch to arrange
suitable delivery times.

So, to order… Simply browse our selection and make your
choices, then either email us hello@farmyardwine.com or
message/call our order line 07807986964.
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SUGGESTED CASES
Pick one of our suggested selections or keep going for our full list to
put together your own selection!
Case #1
The Essentials Case
A selection of our most popular and best value wines, all made
using organic methods and minimal intervention.
2x Ciello Bianco (white)
Catarratto, 2018, Sicily, Italy, 12.5%
A Sicilian favourite that’s cloudy, funky and a bit wild
1x Frentano Trebbiano (white)
Trebbiano, 2018, Abruzzo, Italy, 12%
Dry, crisp and citrus fresh with orchard fruit with Abruzzo
2x Gran Cerdo Tempranillo (red)
A robust, smooth and earthy tempranillo
1x Primeros Pasos (red)
Monastrell, 2018, Alicante, Spain, 13.5%
Bold and meaty with black fruit flavours from the Spanish sun

Six bottles: £65
Double-up 12 bottles: £126
*12 bottles Case at a Pace: £113
Case #2
Taste The rainbow case
A showcase of natural wine’s many colours and styles across an
exciting spectrum.
1x Ciello Bianco (white)
Catarratto, 2018, Sicily, Italy, 12.5%
A favourite that’s cloudy, funky and a bit wild
1x Good Hope Chenin Blanc (white)
Chenin, 2017, Stellenbosch, South Africa, 12%
Balanced and dry with cream and green apple
1x Serbian Kovidinka (orange)
Kovidinka, 2018, Szeremseg, Serbia, 10.5%
Crisp, fresh orange wine with a with a citrus kick
1x Château Plaisance Rosé (pink)
Négrette/Syrah/Gamay, 2018, Gascony, France, 12.5%
Dry, lively and endlessly drinkable
1x Gran Cerdo Tempranillo (red)
Tempranillo, 2018, Rioja, Spain, 13.5%
A robust, smooth and earthy tempranillo
1x Primeros Pasos (red)
Monastrell, 2018, Alicante, Spain, 13.5%
Bold and meaty with black fruit flavours from the Spanish sun

Six bottles: £76
Double-up 12 bottles: £150
*12 bottles Case at a Pace: £135
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Case #3
The sunshine case
A selection that’s perfect for drinking in the sun, or at
least making you think it’s sunny.
1x Ciello Bianco (white)
Catarratto, 2018, Sicily, Italy, 12.5%
A Sicilian favourite that’s cloudy, funky and a bit wild
1x Château Plaisance Rosé (pink)
Négrette/Syrah/Gamay, 2018, Gascony, France, 12.5%
A dry, lively and endlessly drinkable biodynamic rosé
1x Volubilia Gris Rosé (pink)
Caladoc/Mourvedre/Marselan, 2019, Meknès, Morocco, 12.5%
Grown at high-altitude, you’d guess this straw pale rosé
1x Kovidinka Serbian (orange)
Kovidinka, 2018, Szeremseg, Serbia, 10.5%
Crisp, light and fresh orange wine with a citrus kick
1x Marcel Lapierre Beaujolais (red)
Gamay, 2018, Beaujolais, France, 12%
Young, fresh and joyous red fruits - perfect served chilled
1x Tour de Gendres Pet Nat (fizz)
Sauvignon Blanc/Chenin, 2019, Bergerac, France, 11%
Wild and alluring, with rhubarb, & gooseberry flavours

Six bottles: £95
Double-up 12 bottles: £185
*12 bottles Case at a Pace: £166
Case #4
The super naturals case
Six of our favourite natural wines, all made using organic and
biodynamic practices. A legendary selection.
1x La Dilettante Vouvray (white)
Chenin, 2018, Loire, France 13.5%
A youthful, creamy expression of Loire Chenin at its best
L’apostrophe Rosé de Provence (pink)
Grenache/Carignan/Cinsault, 2017, Provence, France, 13.5%
Elegant & slightly effervescent; ripe peach and raspberry
1x Baglio Bianco (orange)
Catarratto, 2018, Sicily, Italy, 11%
A robust, light and bright skin contact beauty
1x Judith Beck Ink (red)
Zweigelt/St Laurent, 2016, Burgenland, Austria, 12.5%
Spice and berries fizz and explode Pinot Noir-style
1x Diptyque Bourgueil (red)
Cabernet Franc, 2017, Loire, France, 13%
A deep, elegant beauty that’s fresh but rich and earthy
1x Tour de Gendres Pet Nat (fizz)
Sauvignon Blanc/Chenin, 2019, Bergerac, France, 11%
Wild and alluring, with rhubarb, & gooseberry flavours

Six bottles: £116
Double-up 12 bottles: £230
*12 bottles Case at a Pace: £207
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Case #5
The celebrations case
Six sensational and celebratory fizzes from across the
sparkling spectrum.
1x Cantina Bernardi Prosecco
Glera, NV, Prosecco, Veneto, Italy, 11%
Fun and gently fizzy without the fuzzy head in the morning
1x Tour de Gendres Pet Nat
Sauvignon Blanc/Chenin, 2019, Bergerac, France, 11%
Wild and alluring, with rhubarb, & gooseberry flavours
1x Funambul Cava Brut Nature
Xarel-lo/Macabeo, Parellada, NV, Cava, Spain, 11.5%
An all natural Cava, toasty and biscuity with a big backbone
1x Donati Camillo Lambrusco
Lambrusco, 2018, Emilia Romagna, Italy, 11.5%
Purple rain! A lively red fizz from Italy’s foodiest region
1x A Pel Ancestral Pet Nat
Xarel-lo, 2017, Penedès, Catalonia, Spain, 12%
Rich, silky and nutty - Champagne but better
1x Davenport Limney Estate
Chardonnay/Pinot Noir/Pinot Meunier, 2014, East Sussex
Biscuity, youthful & refined; the glorious terroir of Sussex

Six bottles: £142
Double-up 12 bottles: £280
*12 bottles Case at a Pace: £252
Case #6
The Loire De Da Case
Six superb wines showing off our absolute favourite wine
region - Loire Valley.
1x Guy Allion Touraine Sauvignon
Sauvignon Blanc, 2017, Loire, France, 12%
Clean and crisp with green apples and citrus notes aplenty
1x Les 2 Terres Muscadet
Melon de Bourgogne, 2017, Loire, France, 12%
A sexy saline and mineral Muscadet, a perfect seafood pairing
1x Catherine Breton La Dilettante Vouvray
Chenin, 2018, Loire, France 13.5%
A youthful, creamy expression of Loire Chenin at its best
1x Catherine et Pierre Breton Grolleau
Grolleau Noir, 2018, Loire, France, 10.5%
Light, bright, flirty grapes, juicy but serious
1x Diptyque Bourgueil
Cabernet Franc, 2017, Loire, France, 13%
A deep and elegant beauty with fresh but farmy flavours
1x La Volcanique Gamay
Gamay, 2018, Cotes Forez, Loire, France, 14%
Big fresh fruit and low tannin with a sprinkle of magic

Six bottles: £120
Double-up 12 bottles: £236
*12 bottles Case at a Pace: £212
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Ciello Bianco — our lovely house white
Cantina Rallo, Catarratto, 2018, Sicily, Italy, 12.5%
Cloudy, funky and just a little bit wild. Unfiltered grapes that are
dry and loud with bags of character. Drink young and carefree!

10

Frentano Trebbiano
Cantina Frentana, Trebbiano, 2018, Abruzzo, Italy, 12%
Crisp and citrus fresh with orchard fruit. Grown in one of Abruzzo’s
original cooperatives dating back to the 60s, these grapes are light
and bright.

11

Good Hope Chenin
Winery of Good Hope, Chenin, 2017, Stellenbosch, South Africa, 12%
A perfectly balanced dry Chenin with subtle hints of cream, great
value wine made in support of the local community. Good grapes; good
karma.

12.5

Loire Sauvignon Blanc (bag in box)ONE LITRE
Guy Allion, Sauvignon, 2017 Loire, France, 12%
With green apples and citrus notes aplenty, this fresh and
dry Sauvignon from Touraine is a classic example from our
favourite region. Simple, clean, beautiful.

18

Vinho Castelo Rodrigo
Castelo Rodrigo, Siria/Fonte Cal/Malvasia, 2019, Beira, Portugal, 13%
Bone dry, apple crisp and sea breeze fresh, with a twist of citrus, a
splash of Portuguese sun and a finish that likes to linger.

15

Bonhomme Chenin (on tap)
Nicolas Reau, Chenin, 2017, Loire, France, 12.5%
Light sherry notes give way to apples, pears, summer
pollen and a rich, farmy earthiness in this tantalising
Chenin. Our favourite wine region, favourite grape and one
of our fave winemakers: a taste of Loire terroir, on tap.

20

Vinho Verde
Márcio Lopes, Loureiro, 2018, Vinho Verde, Portugal, 11.5%
Fresh, vibrant and aromatic with a light refreshing spritz. These
grapes grown with the influence of the cool Atlantic ocean are the
perfect pairing for seaside gazing and seafood grazing.

16

Muscadet Les 2 Terres (volcanic)
Domaine de Cognettes, Melon de Bourgogne, 2017, Loire, France, 12%
Two brothers working two soils — 2 Terres — granite and gabbro, to
produce this saline and mineral Muscadet that’s rich, rounded and
effortlessly elegant. Bring on the oysters!

17.5

17.5
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Serbian Kovidinka (no added sulphur dioxide) (skin contact/orange)
Maurer Oszkar, Kovidinka, 2018, Szeremseg, Serbia, 10.5%
This crisp, light and fresh orange wine is made just south of the
border with Hungary, where winemaker Maurer farms his 6 acres by horse
plough. Vibrant amber in colour and pleasingly tart, it’s a winner.
Pebble Dew (biodynamic methods)
Pebble Dew, Sauvignon Blanc, 2018, Marlborough, New Zealand, 13.5%
Pear, peach and a spritz of citrus and grapefruit come together in
this fresh take on a classic New Zealand Sauvignon. Full bodied and
floral with plenty of sass. Biodynamic sass, of course...

18

Baglio Bianco (skin contact/orange)
Cantina Rallo, Catarratto, 2018, Sicily, Italy, 11%
Embrace island life with this light and bright skin contact wine from
sunny Sicily. Cloudy, robust, saline, herbal and aromatic with citrus
notes - a refreshing but complex number that we could drink all day.

18.5

Flower & The Bee
Coto de Gomariz, Treixadura, 2018, Ribeiro, Spain, 13.5%R
 ich fruit
flavours and a creamy full finish, this Spanish icon is as perfect as
its name; gorgeous but to be taken seriously. Dry, full, fancy - not
just a pretty face.

18.5

Arndorfer Grüner Veltliner
Martin & Anna Arndorfer, Grüner Veltliner 2018, Kamptal, Austria, 12%
Vibrant, spicy, aromatic and herbal, this slightly cloudy unfiltered
white is intriguing, complex, delicious and gluggable in equal
measure. An Austrian hillside in a glass (with singing aplenty!).

18.5

Holly’s Garden (biodynamic methods) (volcanic)
Holly’s Garden, Pinot Gris, 2018, Victoria, Australia, 12.5%
Apples, spice and all things nice make this gorgeous off-dry
wine a liquid love affair. Packing a dreamy creamy quality
balanced with tangerine acidity and perfect roundness.

19.5

Dajoar Riesling
Andreas Bender, Riesling, 2018, Mosel, Germany, 11%
Classic, elegant and indulgent. This slightly sweet but incredibly
balanced wine is honey-scented with dreamy ripe apricot flavours. Off
dry and on point.

19.5

La Dilettante Vouvray (biodynamic methods)
Catherine Breton, Chenin, 2018, Loire, France 13.5%
One of our wine heroes, Catherine Breton, sans husband Pierre, drives
this solo side project humbly named ‘the dabbler’. Made from
40-year-old vines, this is a youthful, creamy, rich and truthful
expression of Loire Chenin at its very best. Balanced and delectable,
we would happily drink this everyday.

22
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Tillingham White East Sussex  1 LITRE
Tillingham, Müller Thurgau/Ortega/Bacchus/Chardonnay/
Schönburger, 2018, Peasmarsh, East Sussex, 10.5%
Crisp, dry and aromatic with smoky stone fruit flavours and
apple aromas, this is a rich and mineral local white that
shows off the full effect of our Chablis-esque chalky soil.

25

2Naturkinder Vater & Sohn Müller-Thurgau Trocken
Vater & Sohn, Müller-Thurgau, 2018, Repperndorf, Germany 11%
Grapefruit, green apple and elderflower mingle against a rich mineral
background in this crisp and clean yet complex, aromatic and spritzy
wine made as a joint project between Michael Voelker of 2Naturkinder
and his father.

20

La Fanfarria Blanco (biodynamic methods)(no added sulphur dioxide)
Dominio del Urogallo, Albarin/Albillo, 2017, Asturias, Spain, 13%
Savoury and searingly fresh with a stoney minerality and a saline
finish - plus just a dollop of round creaminess. Pure and pleasing.
The label is dedicated to the ‘robotic’ local wine establishment that
these growers are taking on, and by the taste of it we’d say they’re
winning.

22

Tuscan Tutti (1 litre) (skin contact/orange)
Antonio Camillo, Trebbiano/Malvasia, 2019, Tuscany. Italy, 13%
Big Bottle, big Tuscan heart. This simple but special wine will carry
you right to the Italian countryside. Just like the food there, it’s
real and rustic yet perfectly balanced and bright. You can see why
they do it by the litre - you won’t want to stop.

22.5

Petit Chablis
Gérard Tremblay, Chardonnay, 2018, B
 urgundy,
 France, 12.5%
Full of fresh citrus notes and hints of grapefruit peel, this unoaked
Chardonnay is everything you want from this classic region. Rich and
light with bags of elegance and a generous hit of cream.

22.5

Les Saveurs (biodynamic methods)
Christian Binner, field blend, 2018, Alsace, France, 12%
An unfiltered blend of native white grapes, led by Riesling with Pinot
Blanc and Gewurztraminer in the mix among others, this cloudy, peachy,
mineral wine is a refreshing beauty, understated but intensely
delicious. Excellent value from a natural wine legend — look out for
more of Christian’s wines on this list.

23

Attention Chenin Méchant
Nicolas Reau, Chenin, 2018, Loire, France, 12%
Another Chenin, another stunner - but something very different from
Nicolas Reau’s on tap grapes. An elevated, light and expressive wine
with citrus and apple flavours, some creaminess and racing acidity.
Beware of the Chenin, the label says, and you can see why - addictive,
salivating stuff.

23.5
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MACBeu (biodynamic methods) (no added sulphur dioxide)
Clot de les Soleres, Xarel·lo, 2018, Catalonia,13.5%
Made from grapes enclosed by wild forests on all sides, this light,
crisp and notably pure wine is a reflection of simple, wild
viticulture with elegant floral notes and ripe stone fruit.
Zarate Albariño (biodynamic methods)
Eulogio Pomares, Albariño, 2018, Rias Baixas, Galicia, Spain, 13%
A truly stand-out version of this Galician classic, this Albariño is
made from 30 to 60 year-old vines with only low quantities produced,
creating a very pure expression of this good time grape - saline,
fresh, precise and clean. Sunny sea air in a glass.

25

Fossil Branco
Vale da Capucha, Gouveio/Fernão Pires/Arinto, Lisboa, Portugal, 12.5%
Dry, crisp, creamy and mineral with a citrus twist and a delicate
touch of grassiness, this is Portuguese Chablis and a stunner in the
sunshine. Beauty, balance and elegance all round.

26

Benimaquia Tinajas (skin contact/orange)
Bodegas Bernabe, Moscatel, 2016, Spain, 12.5%
Moscatel’s trademark floral, honeysuckle flavours are out in force in
this absolutely delicious deep orange wine, where full-on tannins are
balanced by a searingly fresh acidity, a touch of spice and some
pleasing salinity from the Alicante shores.

26

Sancerre
Domaine Gerard Fiou, Sauvignon Blanc, 2018, Loire, France, 12.5%
Ever the picture of style and sophistication, fresh green fruits meet
high minerality to create this timeless classic. A stunner from a
stunning region.

28.5

Horsmonden Dry East Sussex
Will Davenport, Bacchus, Ortega, Faber, Siegerrebe, Huxelrebe, 2018,
Rotherfield, East Sussex, 11.5%
Dried citrus, honey, elderflower and toasted hazelnuts mingle in this
elegant and charming, super-clean Sussex white that keeps giving. A
treat to have down the road.

28.5

Vino di Sasso Robola
Scalvos, Robola, 2017, Kefalonia, Greece 12.5%A
 lively and wild creamy
and mineral-rich wine from Greece’s Ionian isle that exudes salty sea
and sunny skies. Fruity, chalky and citrusy, with layers of character
and a boisterousness that would give Captain Corelli a run for his
mandolin.

29

Tripoz Bourgone Blanc (biodynamic methods)
Céline et Laurent Tripoz, Chardonnay, 2018, Macon-Loché, Burgundy, 13%
Classic yet contemporary, sexy and superb - this Bourgogne Blanc is
made with minimal intervention but maximum care. Searingly fresh,super
creamy, clean and classy with plenty of punch. A Chardonnay lover’s
biodynamic booty call.

30
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Slobodne Jantara (skin contact/orange)
Slobodne, Sauvignon Blanc/Hlohovec, Slovakia, 2017, 12%
The word slobodne means ‘free’, referencing the relatively recent
freedom of Slovakia. Siblings Agnes and Katrina ditched their city
jobs in Bratislava and returned to their family farm, partners in tow,
and began making experimental natural wines. Bold flavours of
tangerine, elderflower and quince create a wine with flavours as
enthralling as its history.

30

Miss Terre Muscadet (very low sulphites)
De la Sénéchalière, Melon de Bourgogne, 2018, Loire, France, 13%
A Muscadet to rival all others. Bright, vibrant, earthy and creamy,
this elegant beauty is aged on its lees for 9 months, and you can
tell. Perfectly rich and intense - a saline sensation.

30

Calcarius Nu Litre Orange (1 litre) (skin contact/orange)
Progetto Calcarius, Falanghina, 2018, Puglia, Italy, 11%
Juicy ripe peaches and blood orange soda with a touch of almond and a
spritz of citrus - this big-bottled beauty is Puglia poured into a
glass. Sunny, bright and simply delicious.

31

Uberrima Palomino (oxidative)
Bodegas Cota 45, Palomino, 2018, Jerez, Spain, 11%
Winemaker Ramiro Ibáñez Espinar looks to the past and the future with
his pioneering wines that use age-old techniques and heritage
varietals in modern ways. He also breaks all the rules by making what
are effectively unfortified sherry wines. This is an unfortified
manzanilla - salty, acidic, rich and convivial. It’s just less strong,
so you’ll want to drink more.

31

Metamorphika Chenin (very low sulphites) (amphora)
Costador, Chenin, 2016, Conca de Barberà, Catalunya, 13.5%
This Catalonian, amphora-aged Chenin is wild of spirit and full of
fire. Our favourite grape’s strong acidity and characteristic
creaminess, with a herbaceous umami finish that will have you coming
back for more. And as for the ceramic bottle...

33

Léon Jura Chardonnay (biodynamic methods) (oxidative)
Les Bottes Rouge, Chardonnay, 2015, Arbois, Jura, France, 12.5%
Nutty and robust, this oxidative Chardonnay from Jura sings with under
flor notes and sherry-like characteristics, brightened by refreshing
touches of peach and the grape’s trademark creaminess. Different and
delicious.

34

Cloud Walker (no added sulphur dioxide) (skin contact/orange)
Cambridge Road, Pinot Gris / Riesling, 2018, New Zealand, 13%
Cloudy, light and bright with soaring acidity, a little floral sass
and ripe burnt honey and peach notes - a sensational and suppable
natural number that will leave you on cloud nine.

35
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Little Bastard (no added sulphur dioxide)
Staffelter Hoff, field blend, 2017, Mosel, Germany, 11.5%
Unfiltered, funky and searingingly fresh, this big juicy wine is named
as it’s a right old blend in an area that doesn’t - or at least didn’t
- really do blends. Rich but bright and light, if life’s a bitch, grab
a bastard and make it better.

36

Sister’s Kisi (qvevri) (skin contact/orange)
Jane Okruashvili, Kisi, 2017, Kakheti, Georgia, 14%
This amber-coloured wine aged in qvevri comes from Jane Okruashvili, a
trained political scientist and also the sister of winemaker John
Okruashvili. Made with seven months skin and stem contact, the result
is powerful tannins set against fresh notes of melon and apple. A
Georgian gem.

36

Tillingham Pinot Blanc East Sussex
Tillingham, Pinot Blanc, 2018, East Sussex, England, 12%
A Pinot Blanc from Sussex? Why not. Another beauty from the team at
Tillingham. Autumn pear and crisp apple, a spritz of lemon and a
glorious freshness that gives way to a mineral, slightly nutty
backbone. Perfect paired with our abundant local produce.

37

Si Rose (biodynamic)(no added sulphur dioxide)(skin contact/orange)
Christian Binner, Pinot Gris/Gewurztraminer, 2016/7, Alsace, 14%
Made from a blend of Pinot Gris and Gewurtz, which both lend a pink
hue when rested on skins, and a 50/50 blend of two years’ vintages,the
name of this mad-cap and deliciously tannic wine from Binner
references both its rosé colour and (more darkly) cirrhosis of the
liver. Nothing added, nothing lost.

38

Foudre a Canon Savagnin (no added sulphur dioxide)(biodynamic methods)
Domaine de la Borde, Savagnin, 2018, Pupillin, Jura, France,12.5%
Bright, vibrant citrus notes and addictive high acidity rule supreme
in this nutty, mineral and just lightly oxidative white Jura which has
a long finish and a seductive charm. Savagnin lovers, rejoice.

39

Selves Chenin
Nicolas Carmarans, Chenin, 2016, Aveyron, Languedoc, France, 11.3%
Gorgeous grapes from the former owner of one of our favourite Parisian
wine bars, Café de la Nouvelle Mairie, who decided to make the wine he
wanted to drink. He succeeded in making this elegant, robust Chenin —
bursting with flavours of melon and tropical fruit met with notes of
smoke and salty minerality. He made the wine we want to drink too, and
we’re not the only ones!

40

Terre du Lias Jura Chardonnay (biodynamic methods)
Domaine de la Borde, Chardonnay, 2018, Pupillin, Jura,France,12.5%
A powerhouse of cream and acidity, this lemony, appley and slightly
saline wine is a real treat for the senses. Excellent minerality and
beautiful freshness. Jura meets Burgundy meets Bloody Amazing.

40
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Macération (biodynamic)(no added sulphur dioxide)(skin contact/orange)
Pierre Frick, Pinot Gris, 2017, Alsace, France, 13.5%N
 on-binary wine.
This beauty drinks like a red, is made like an orange, with white
grapes and a rosé pink hue. Robust but light with grape stem flavours,
you could think it was a Pinot Noir rather than a Pinot Gris. A fine
reminder never to judge a grape by its colour.
Jean-Baptiste Ponsot Rully
Jean-Baptiste Ponsot, Chardonnay, 2017, Burgundy, France 13%
Crisp and dry with a creamy texture, this is a stunning Bourgogne
Blanc at its best. Rich and buttery with flavours of yellow plum,
hazelnuts and green apple, take one sip to be seduced by its
voluptuous charm.

42

44

Plume d'Ange Sauvignon (biodynamic) (skin contact/orange)
Les Cailloux de Paradis, Sauvignon Blanc, 2017, Loire, France 12.8%
Barrel-aged with a little skin contact, this wild wine is far from the
Loire Sauvignon you’d expect. Fantastic texture, ripe liquorice
flavour, just a touch of oxidative qualities, high acidity and a long
finish. Just fantastic.

51

L’O2 Chenin Voile (biodynamic) (oxiditive) (skin contact/orange)
Claude & Etienne Courtois, Sauvignon Blanc, 2017, Loire, France 12.8%
Barrel-aged with a little skin contact, this wild wine is far from the
Loire Sauvignon you’d expect. Fantastic texture, ripe liquorice
flavour, just a touch of oxidative qualities, high acidity and a long
finish. Just fantastic.

56

3 Terres Chenin (biodynamic, no added sulphur)Domaine des Roches
Neuves, Chenin, 2013, Loire, France, 12%
This wine is made by what we like to think of as a Loire super group.
The observant among you will know that the Loire is our favourite wine
region, and two of its most legendary natural winemakers crop up a
fair bit on our list: Nicolas Reau (he makes our tap chenin as well as
many more) and Thierry Germain (Saumur-Champigny and others). The two
have teamed up with another great winemaker, Michel Chevré, who worked
with Thierry, to create this epic Chenin. The wine is made with three
different lots of grapes grown in each of the winemakers vineyards,and
aged in a single 400-litre Italian amphora that Thierry buries in his
deep cellars for 8 months. It is then pressed to an old barrel where
it remains on it's lees for 12 months before being bottled. No sulphur
is used at any time. Expect high acidity, tropical notes and plenty of
cream. Chenin at its very best.

71
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Château Plaisance Rosé (biodynamic methods) £16
Chateau Plaisance, Négrette/Syrah/Gamay, 2018, Gascony, France, 12.5%
Dry and lively, this all-too drinkable rosé is best paired with
giggles and good times. Coming from a family-run biodynamic vineyard,
its story is just as pure: it’s unfiltered, whole-bunch pressed and
made without use of any fertilizers or weedkillers.

13.5

Volubilia Gris Rosé
Domaine de la Zouina, C
 aladoc/Mourvedre/Marselan, 2019, Meknès,
Morocco, 12.5%
Grown at high-altitude, you’d guess this straw pale rosé was from
southern France but it’s actually from Meknès in central Morocco, not
far from Fes. Delicate and elegant with great minerality, it’s easy
drinking on its own, or a perfect match for aromatics and spice.

15

L’apostrophe Rosé de Provence
Domaine Les Terre Promises, Grenache / Carignan / Cinsault, 2017,
Provence, France, 13.5%
An elegant Provencal blend made from 25-year-old vines. Expect
flavours of ripe peach, apricot, and red raspberry along with orange
blossom, spice and a little effervescence on the finish.

21

Revolution! Pink Solera (no added sulphur dioxide) (amphora)
Johannes Zillinger, Rösler, Syrah, St.Laurent, NV, Weinviertel,
Austria, 11.5%
With only 800 bottles made, this is one to get your hands on while you
can. A multilayered wine bringing together grapes from different
vintages, some aged in amphora, this is an anarchic wine fighting
against all of the rules. Fruit-forward, elegant with gentle acidity.

25

Tillingham Rosé East Sussex
Tillingham Wines, Rondo / Orion / Madeleine Angevine, 2018, Peasmarsh,
East Sussex, England, 10.5%
Butterscotch, honeycomb and baked strawberries are the playful
flavours in this grown-up pink juice made down the road. Fruity and
flirty but with an alluring edge of bitterness.

29

Joiseph Rosatant (very low sulphites)ph Ro
Luka Zeichmann, Joiseph,Blaufränkisch, 2018, Jois, Burgenland,
Austria, 12%
If you’ve been looking for that serious rosé, one to transform you
from a fairweather pink grape sipper to a fully committed adorer of
rose-coloured wine, then this is The One. Dry, crisp with good acidity
rounded off by soft tannins. Dedicated to the beloved aunt of the
winemaker — a strong, modest and generous woman. It’s a once in a
lifetime wine.

32

12

13

Cuvée des Galets — our lovely house red 1 LITRE
D’Estezargues, Grenache/Syrah/Carignan, 2018, Rhone, 14%
Dark fruits, herbs and aromatic red fruits mingle in this fun
and friendly red made with minimal intervention and lots of
love. Being in a box, it’s better for the planet, too.

14

Gran Cerdo “Pig Wine”
Gonzalo Grijalba, Tempranillo, 2018, Rioja, Spain, 13.5%
Feed your inner anarchist with these smooth and earthy grapes
dedicated to the Greedy Pig Bankers that refused their support during
the last recession. This wine has been firing our souls since 2009;
more than a decade later we need them more than ever. Oink, Oink!

12

Primeros Pasos
Elisio, Monastrell, 2018, Alicante, Spain, 13.5%
Rich, medium bodied, but full-flavoured and meaty with black fruit
flavours and a hit of tannin, this is a robust wine that’s at it best
matched with red meats and rich dishes. If you like Cabernet
Sauvignon, give this a go.

13

Vinha da Malhada
Quinta do Montalto, Aragones/Trincadeira/Touriga Nacional/Syrah, 2017,
Lisbon, Portugal, 12.5%
Rich and full, with a deep ruby colour and plenty of ripe red berries
- but much more complexity besides. Nicely balanced tannins and good
acidity. Think sun-drenched Portuguese vineyards and lively Lisbon
barracas.

15

Les Trois Fontaines
Plaimont, Merlot/Cab Sauvignon/Tannat, 2017, Southwest France, 12%
Smooth and rich with deep red fruit flavours, this is a Merlot
blend that’s full of the grape’s characteristic easy-drinking
fruitiness but with added liveliness and energy.

15.5

Soplo
Rafael Cambra, Garnacha, 2018, Valencia, Spain, 13.5%
From cherries through to plums with an aromatic wet-leaves
finish, this is a woodland walk in a glass. Light of body and big
of heart; a wine for lovers of hedgehogs, rainy trundles and
truffle.

16.5

Grolleau Topette à Lundi (no added sulphur dioxide)

17.5

Domaine de Bablut, Grolleau, 2018, Loire, France,11.5%

Light and earthy with a touch of funky, a juicy Loire red that
works as well chilled on a hot day as it does in the rain. Smooth
with gorgeous acidity and great balance, along with a touch of
the region’s classic farminess.

13

14
Ink (biodynamic methods)
Judith Beck, Zweigelt/St Laurent, 2016, Burgenland, Austria, 12.5%
Ink by colour, ink by name - ripe fruit, spice and summer berries fizz
and explode in this medium-bodied but full-flavoured wine from the
legend that is Judith Beck. An excellent chance for Pinot Noir
drinkers to shake things up a little.

18

Diptyque Bourgueil (biodynamic methods) £20
Domaine de la Chevalerie, Cabernet Franc, 2017, Loire, France, 13%
A deep and elegant beauty that shows off well the fresh but farmy
flavours of Cabernet Franc and the Loire that we so adore. Think
cherries, redcurrants and a rich gamey earthiness. A delight.

19

Marcel Lapierre Beaujolais (biodynamic methods)
Domaine Marcel Lapierre, Gamay, 2018, Beaujolais, France, 12%
A young and fresh Beaujolais, perfect served chilled on a hot summer’s
day, made by the trailblazing natural wine legend Marcel Lapierre. Red
fruits tingle on the palate making it a seriously fun wine that’s as
ideal for a seaside picnic as it is for drinking in. Juicy and joyous.

19.5

Meteore Faugères
Domaine du Meteore, Grenache/Syrah/Cinsault, 2016, Faugѐres,
Languedoc, France, 13.5%
A rich and meaty wine from the Faugѐres appellation, deep in colour
and packed with heady aromas of dried red fruits and a little gentle
spice. Excellent balance and acidity and a long, full finish - a
bargain and a perfect pairing for hearty dishes.

20

La Volcanique Gamay (volcanic)
Domaine Verdier-Logel, Gamay, 2018, Cotes Forez, Loire, France, 14%
Fresh, high fruits and low tannin make this rounded Loire Gamay a firm
favourite. Just a stone’s throw from Beaujolais and sharing many of
the famed region’s characteristics, but with a sprinkle of that earthy
Loire magic that moves our souls. A fuller Gamay than some, but no
less drinkable for it.

20

Uncondemned Medieval
Quinta d
 o Montalto, F
 ernaoPires/Trincadeira,
  2018, Lisbon, P
 ortugal, 14%
This light and intriguing Portuguese red is made from half red grapes
(Trincadeira) and half white (Fernao Pires) from vines 120-150 years
old which were due to be condemned due to their owner’s age before
this winemaker took them on. Refreshing, juicy and lively, with a
touch of spice, gentle tannins and a lovely spritz from the white
grapes.

20.5

Weninger Blaufränkisch
Franz Weninger, Blaufränkisch, 2017, Burgenland, Austria, 13%
Austrian reds are having their moment in the spotlight. Far from the
trad flavours of old, the natural wine scene there is really singing
at the moment. Rich, earthy and just a bit funky with plumptuous
flavours of ripe red cherry and black fruit, this is a spicy and
complex wine with bags of energy that likes to linger. Lively and
lovely.

22

14

15
Salvo Malbec
Triangle Wines, Malbec, 2017, Uco Valley, Argentina, 13.5%
Argentina’s favourite grape is in full force in this wine, made in the
Upper Uco Valley from vines grown at high altitude. Fresh, bright and
aromatic yet still rich and intense, this is a smooth medium-bodied
expression of this region’s infamous grape — all of the big fruit
flavour without the excess weight.

22

Force Majeure Cinsault
Johan Meyer, Cinsault, 2018, Swartland, South Africa, 12%
A wonderfully pure expression of what -in our opinion- is a vastly
underrated grape. Notes of sour cherry, with aromatic herbs and a
pleasant ‘crunch’ from its mineral-rich chalky soils. Pure, herbal and
fresh.

23

L’Ane Mort Bordeaux Supérieur
Château des Annereaux, Merlot/Petit Verdot, 2004, Bordeaux, 12.5%
This classic savoury Bordeaux blend offers depth, layers and all the
supple textures that this region excels at, from dark fruit to pencil
shavings. But with a cleansing, natural freshness that brings in a
wonderful finesse.

23.5

Kadarka (no added sulphur dioxide)
Maurer Oskzar, Kadarka, 2015, Szeremseg, Serbia 11%
Sup into charred strawberries, pink peppercorns and grape stems,
rounded off with a touch of vanilla on the finish. There’s a lot going
on in this super light Serbian stunner, think Jura without the price
tag —with more than a twist of Eastern European edge.

24

Hellen (biodynamic methods) (very low sulphites)
Progetto Calcarius, Nero di Troia, 2018, Puglia, Italy, 12%
Created out of the shared passion of two Italian natural winemakers,
this Puglian beauty made using spontaneous alcoholic fermentation
without temperature control is grassy, herbaceous and a little wacky
on the nose, but with excellent balance, mouthfeel and acidity to
match. An excellent and endearing number that will have you coming
back for more.

25.5

Enlèvement Demande (biodynamic methods)
Nicolas Reau, Cabernet Franc, 2018, Anjou, Loire, 13.5%
Cabernet Franc gets serious in this rich and unapologetically farmy
red that’s right up our ally. Earthiness, dark fruits and seductive
mineral flavours mingle to a heady conclusion that will knock
farmyard-y wine fans’ socks off.

25.5

Siera #3 (biodynamic methods)
Georgas Family, Merlot/Savatiano, 2018, Spata, Greece, 13%
From this Retsina-producing region, comes this Big Fat Greek Red.
Loud, proud and here for the night, concentrated statement fruit and a
solid structure give way to a moreish freshness. A bold but jovial
food wine that craves red meat.

25.5

15

16
7 Fuentes (volcanic)
Suertes Del Marqués, Listan Negro, 2016, Tenerife, 13%
Smashed strawberries with a savoury smokey finish, this
energetic wine is smokin’ hot and a great introduction to
volcanic wine. Tenerife is having a food and wine resurgence —
you can taste why!

27

Catherine et Pierre Breton Grolleau (biodynamic methods)
Catherine et Pierre Breton, Grolleau Noir, 2018, Loire, France, 10.5%
Light, bright, flirty grapes that are made to devour. More serious
than some Grolleaus, but much more fun than most. Grown up juice for
adults that care what they put in their mouths, but don’t take
themselves too seriously. Funky, fruity, fabulous. Farmyard ethos in a
bottle.

27

Grande SOS (very low sulphur dioxide)
Pol Opuesto, indigenous field blend, 2017, Valle de Uco, Mendoza,
Argentina, 11.5%
Made from a field blend of dozens of different grapes, this cloudy and
light in body wine bursts with smokey, herbal notes, cherry flavours
and a little almond. A Bakewell of a wine. With a gentle, delicious
spritz, this funky Argentine wine is all grape stems and good times.
Just how we like it.

27

La Cuvée du Chat (very low sulphur dioxide)
Jean-Claude Chanudet, Gamay, 2018, Beaujolais, France, 13%
Glorious gamay from granite soils, picked from 70-year-old vines and
made with long and slow carbonic maceration. This stellar wine from
Beaujolais mover and shaker Jean-Claude Chanudet is packed full
offlavours of raspberry, rosemary and a little pepper and popcorn.
Complete with a fabulously feline label from former Charlie Hebdo
illustrator Maurice Sinet.

27

Pomagrana
Lectores Vini, Tempranillo / Trepat, 2018, Catalunya, Spain, 11.5%
A smashable sunny spectacle of a wine that is named for good reason:
it tastes a bit like pomegranate juice. Only the most luscious,
fruity, delicious pomegranate juice you’ll ever try. Think bright
berries and carefree balmy nights; summer is here, in this bottle
anyway.

27

Jura Ploussard (no added sulphur dioxide)
Marie-Pierre Chevassu-Fassenet, 2018, Ploussard, Jura, France, 12.5%
Light and refreshing, yet mineral and complex. Raspberries,
strawberries, herbs and attitude abound in this lively red Jura which,
we firmly believe, is among the best value you’ll find from the
justifiably in vogue and in demand region.

28

Saumur-Champigny Cabernet Franc (biodynamic methods)
Thierry Germain, Cabernet Franc, 2018, Loire, France, 13.5%
Rich, earthy and full of the farmyard flavours that inspired our name,
but with an excellent roundness and lots of deep dark fruit flavours,
this silky smooth Cabernet Franc pulls together all the flavours of an
autumnal country walk. A wine with a special place in our hearts.

28

16

17
B.I.G. Pipeno (1 litre) (volcanic)
A Los Bravos, Cinsault / Pais, 2019, Itata, Chile, 12.5%
Big flavours. Big bottle. These fiery volcanic grapes are
smokey and wild. Light in body but big in flavour, this is
perfect plonked on a table full of hungry mouths tucking in
to all kinds of flavours. Robust yet delicate and fresh, you
may need another one...

28

The Drunken Whale Gamay (biodynamic methods) (no added sulphur
dioxide)
La Dernière Goutte, Gamay, 2018, Beaujolais, France 13%
Zingy, zappy, glorious gamay! This lively wine is made by Cyrille
Vuillod, who started out working under the legendary Jean-Claude
Lapalu. Serious grapes but with a cheeky softness reminiscent of the
man himself. We’re not short of a Gamay or two on our list, but we had
to make room for this one.

29

Zerbetta Barbera
Cascina Zerbetta, Barbera, 2017, Piedmont, Italy, 15%
Big, bold and brooding, this is a powerful red to linger over as you
take in flavours of damson, bay leaves, tobacco and leather.Stunningly
good value for a real powerhouse - an Italian force to be reckoned
with, with or without food.

29

Brand Brothers ‘Pur’ Pinot Noir (no added sulphur dioxide)
Jonas and Daniel Brand, Pinot Noir, 2018, Bockenheim, Germany 12%
A truly exceptional Pinot Noir. Light cherries, gentle oak, vibrant
and crunchy with balanced acidity. It comes from 40+ year-old vines
and is made with a week of cold maceration followed by another of
fermentation on the skins before 8 months in old barrels.

31

Joiseph Piroska (biodynamic methods) (very low sulphur dioxide)
Joiseph, Pinot Noir/Blaufränkisch/Zweigelt, 2018, Weinland, Austria,
12%
Piroska means ‘Little Red Riding Hood’, but this interesting blend of
Pinot, Blaufränkisch and Zweigelt boasts some big flavours in our
book. Light, lively and enlivening, it pulls together crushed
raspberries, eucalyptus and citrus zest in one intoxicating, quaffable
medley that will delight natural wine fans. An iconic wine that you
don’t want to miss.

31

Diamond Fields English Pinot Noir East Sussex
Will Davenport, Pinot Noir, 2018, Rotherfield, East Sussex, 12%
Not all English wine is created equal, and here on our doorstep is
another grower making some of the very best. Organically-farmed vines
and minimal intervention in the cellar, this Pinot is all cherry and
blackberries with a good bit of body and a long finish.

33

17

18
Pompois (biodynamic methods)(no added sulphur dioxide)
Nicolas Réau, Cabernet Franc, 2016, Anjou, Loire, France, 12.5%
Loire terroirs is out in force in this complex Cabernet Franc. Juicy
and farmy yet delicate and smooth, with a long tanin finish and a
fantastic burst of acidity bringing fabulous freshness. For lovers of
farmy flavours and earthy grapes - a Loire sensation and one of our
desert island wines.

33

Intellego Syrah
Intellego, Syrah, 2017, Swartland, South Africa, 13%
A heavyweight Syrah that’s big on black fruit, teeming with tannin and
stacked full of spice, with acidity and backbone to match. A perfect
match for meat, and a treat for anyone wanting big and bold.

33

Jean-Claude Lapalu Eau Forte (biodynamic methods)
Jean-Claude Lapalu, Gamay, 2017, Beaujolais, France, 14.5%
More gamay! And a big beauty of a Beaujolais it is, too. This medium
to full-bodied wine layers flavours of lavender, plum and ripe
cherries. Made from grapes grown in Brouilly using carbonic maceration
and matured in barrel, it’s a smooth and sexy hit from this winemaking
legend — a cockle warmer and conversation starter.

37

Pheasant’s Tears Poliphonia 417 (qvevri)
Pheasant’s Tears, field blend, 2018, Kakheti, Georgia, 12%
The one with all the grapes. This exciting Georgian red from the
winemakers who put Georgian wine (back) on the map is made from no
fewer than 417 different varieties of grapes, both red and white.
Matured in qvevri, expect smooth fresh dark fruit flavours balanced by
high acidity and some seriously strong tannin. A food wine.

37

Catherine & Pierre Breton Chinon (biodynamic methods)
Catherine & Pierre Breton, Cabernet Franc, 2018, Loire, France, 12.5%
As our name suggests, we’re serious fans of farmyard characteristics;
give us a Cab Franc from the Loire and we’re like pigs in muck. This
wine does what the best of them do so well. It’s big, bold and earthy,
yet endlessly elegant. Bolshy yet delicate, nuanced and beautiful. In
short, bloody marvellous.

37

Autrement de Lamery Vin de France ‘Bordeaux’ (biodynamic methods)
Chateau Lamery, Merlot/Cabernet Franc, 2015, Bordeaux, France,13%
Winemaker Jacques calls it a “vin Autrefois”, a wine from the past
when Bordeaux was known for its elegance rather than its weight.
Complex and subtle with dried fruit and mineral tones. A quiet but
beautiful expression that will unite those who do and don’t already
consider themselves Bordeaux fans.

39

Daniel Landi Garnacha “Las Uvas de la Ira” (biodynamic methods)
Daniel Landi, Garnacha, 2018, Méntrida, Spain, 14.5%
Show us a better Garnacha, we dare you! A seriously special wine from
Spanish superstar Daniel Landi. Seductive, light, earthy and
complex.Garnacha but not as you know it - a bangin’ bargain of a
beauty that we like to call ‘I can’t believe it’s not Burgundy’.

39
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19
Le Verre des Poètes (very low sulphur dioxide)
Domaine Le Briseau, Pineau d’Aunis, 2018, Loire, France, 12.5%
An enchanting wine made from 80 year-old vines, this beauty from an
underrated Loire grape is made without filtration or fining and
absolutely minimal sulphur. Cherries, raspberry and pomegranate on the
palate, with a little white pepper, plenty of minerality and a wild
edge. Jura meets Burgundy meets the earthy Loire.

42

Pinot Noir Cuvée Béatrice (biodynamic methods)
Christian Binner, Pinot Noir, 2017, Alsace, France, 14%
Binner’s back this time with this classic Alsace Pinot Noir at the
very top of its game. High minerality and a ripeness with an Alsation
gentleness. Strawberries, thyme, pink peppercorns and rosemary build
an enchanting and complex flavour profile. A real sexy stunner of a
pinot.

45

Jean Javillier Volnay Burgundy
Domaine Jean Javillier, Pinot Noir, 2017, Burgundy, 13%
A low-yield organic Burgundy from 50-year-old vines grown on shale and
gravel, adding extra finesse and minerality. Light and bright with
ripe raspberry flavours, rosemary herb notes and a touch of
earthiness.

47

L’Icaunais (biodynamic methods) (
 no added sulphur dioxide)
Les Cailloux de Paradis, Gascon, 2016, Loire, France 13.1%
From the endangered grape variety Gascon, comes this beauty teeming
with fresh red fruits, rosemary notes and outstanding mineral
qualities. Like gamay on steroids. Delicate, enchanting and
enthralling - a seriously special wine and a grape to discover.

51

Thierry Germain Franc de Pied (biodynamic methods)
Thierry Germain, Cabernet Franc, 2017, Saumur, Loire, France 12.5%
In case you haven’t noticed yet, we love Loire, we love Cabernet Franc
and we love Thierry Germain. So this wine just had to be on our list.
For us it’s the ultimate in the earthy, farmy, truffle-scented
terroir-led richness that this grape and region always delivers on. It
may not be inexpensive, but we reckon it is absolutely tremendous
value for what you get. Earthy, full and ferociously rich but with
pleasing acidity and a delicate edge.

55

Philippe Livera G
 evrey-Chambertin Burgundy
Domaine Philippe Livera, Pinot Noir, 2015, Gevrey-Chambertin,
Burgundy, France 13%
Powerful yet delicate, this exceptional Pinot Noir is full of ripe
raspberry flavours with a robust backbone and long lingering vanilla
finish. Bright, light with a deep sensual earthiness - a Burgundian
beauty.

62

19

20

Prosecco Frizzante Colli Trevigiani
Cantina Bernardi, Glera, NV, Prosecco, Veneto, Italy, 11%
Fun and lightly fizzy without the fuzzy head in the
morning. This frizzante-style Prosecco is made without the
artificial sweetness or chemical tastes often found in its
mass market counterparts.

13

Funambul Cava Brut Nature
Entre Vinyes, Xarel-lo/Macabeo, Parellada, NV, Cava, Spain, 11.5%
An entirely naturally-made Cava, toasty and biscuity with a big
backbone and plenty of freshness. Championing biodiversity, look out
for the birds that appear on their labels, which signify life in the
vineyards and a balanced ecosystem. Creamy and aromatic, come sip the
fruits of their labour.

19

Tour de Gendres Pet Nat (no added sulphur dioxide) £25
Tour de Gendres, Sauvignon Blanc/Chenin, 2019, Bergerac, France, 11%
This wild and alluring all-natural fizz is a Farmyard Favourite.
Biscuity and fresh with rhubarb, gooseberry and citrus flavours
aplenty, a perfect aperitif.

20

Il Mio Lambrusco
Donati Camillo, Lambrusco, 2018, Emilia Romagna, Italy, 11.5%
Purple rain! This lively red fizz from Emilia Romagna sparkles with
red cherry, plum and berry flavours. Forget everything you think you
know about the wine you’ve formerly known as Lambrussco.

21

Tillingham Col’ 18 (no added sulphur dioxide) East Sussex
Pinot Noir/Chardonnay/Pinot Meunier, 2018, Peasmarsh, 11.5%
Tillingham but this time with this delicate Col Fondo. Soft, small
playful bubbles creamy and bscuity with good acidity and a dry
finish.Classic Col Fondo flavours, but we’re in East Sussex: elegant
pionering grapes.

40

Davenport Limney East Sussex
Davenport, Chardonnay/Pinot Noir/Pinot Meunier, 2014, Rotherfield
If you are after something trad and sparkling that shows off the
terroir of East Sussex, then this is our pick. Yeasty, youthful and
refined, this is poper grown up bubbles for those wanting to indulge
in some serious celebrations.

43

Val Frison Goustan blanc de noirs
Valérie Frison, Pinot Noir, NV, Champagne, France
Champagne is not a natural go-to for us — we’re more Pet Nat politicos
than Champagne socialists — u
 ntil this. Val Frison’s delicious 100%
Pinot Noir, no dosage, fermented in Chablis barrels; ripe red berries,
wild herbs and elegant fine bubbles with incredible texture and
length.

46
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SWEET
Sticky wines to finish a meal
Monbazillac Jour de Fruit
Domaine de l’Ancienne Cure, Semillon/Muscadelle, Jurançon, France, 12%
Honeysuckle, pear and ripe apricot abound in this luscious, golden
dessert wine. Its unctuous sweetness is balanced by good acidity,
making it honey sweet but not sickly.
375ml bottle: 13.5
Moscatel Dorado Dessert Sherry
Bodegas Cesar Florido, Muscat, NV, Jerez, Spain, 17.5%
A Farmyard favourite, this sticky sweet sherry spends two years in
chestnut barrels which give it a lovely nutty flavour, along with
hints of orange blossom and caramel.
750ml bottle: 25

FORTIFIED: SHERRY, PORT, VERMOUTH
Our favourite aperitifs and digestifs
Sanchez Manzanilla
M. Sanchez Ayala, Fino, Jerez, Spain, 15%
Made in one of the sherry region’s oldest bodegas (dating back to
1789) this seductively salty sherry is soft and fruity but with
incredible depth - think salty almonds meets freshly baked bread.
375ml bottle: 12
Niepoort Ruby Dum Port
Niepoort, NV, Porto, Portugal, 19.5%
Rich and rounded with big black fruit flavours, plus a touch of
minerality for good measure. Ideal with cheese.
750ml bottle: 28
Niepoort Dry White Port
Niepoort, NV, Porto, Portugal, 20%
Elegant and refreshing with notes of almonds and light herbal
flavours, this is a refreshing and complex spritz-like sip.
750ml bottle: 28
Muz Natural Vermouth
Bodega Partida Creus, NV, Tarragona, Spain, 15%
The best vermouth we’ve tried. Aromatic and complex yet effortlessly
refreshing - and completely natural.
1 Litre bottle: 29

21
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MAGNUMS
An indulgent treat, or a perfect gift
sparkling
Le Roc Ambulle Pet Nat (no added sulphur)
Château Le Roc, Negrette, 2018, Fronton, France, 9.5%
Flavours of sweet cherries and raspberries mingle in this delicious
pink sparkling made entirely naturally close to Toulouse. This is a
bright, fun, enlivening fizz that’s perfect enjoyed in the sun and all
the better for the bigger bottle.
1500ml bottle: 38
white / orange
M2: Stay Brave (biodynamic methods) (very low sulphites)
Testalonga Baby Bandito, Chenin, 2019, Swartland, South Africa 12%
We love this punchy number from Craig Hawkins’ Baby Bandito range, and
now you can get it in a bigger bottle too. Funky, yet light and
playful skin contact Chenin that’s expressive, experimental and
excellent value.
1500ml bottle: 43
red
M3: Trinch! (biodynamic methods)
Catherine & Pierre Breton, Cabernet Franc, 2018, Loire, France, 13.5%
This Bourgueil Cabernet Franc is everything we love the most about
Loire reds - rich, earthy and deep-flavoured with farmy flavours but
plenty of finesse. A stunner from our favourite winemaker couple.
1500ml bottle: 45

酒 SAKE, UME SHU, SHUZO YUZU
These exciting Japanese drinks are not only delicious, but – just like
all our wines – are artisanally made by boutique distilleries and
craftspeople, with no chemicals. Known as ‘Junmaishu’ – or Pure Sake –
they are quite literally composed of just rice and water.
Hanatomoe Muroka Genshu Sake
Wild and floral flavours mingle with delicate grassy and citrus aromas
in this super pure, semi-dry sake that’s complex and rich in umami.
720ml bottle: 24
Tsuruume Suppai Ume Shu
A perfectly balanced version of Japan’s beloved ume shu plum wine that
is not too sweet with a delicious sourness. Deep almond aromas come
from the steeped plum stones, and its sweet-sour flavour is addictive.
720ml bottle: 32
Heiwa Shuzo Yuzu £40
Made from 50% pure yuzu juice, along with pure sake, this refreshing
citrus bomb is a seriously special sensation.
720ml bottle: 40
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